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Introduction*

On 1 February 1733 August II, King of Poland and 
Elector of Saxony (Friedrich August I as Saxon 
Elector) died in Warsaw. Following the exequies 

held there, the king’s body remained on display for six 
weeks before burial. His heart, however, was placed in 
a silver capsule and returned to Dresden.1 In Poland, 
Privy Councillor Count Heinrich von Brühl (1697-1763) 
secured all property of the late king and the court, and 
together with several Saxons, returned to Dresden where 
three days of exequies for the king began on the after-
noon of 15 April in Dresden’s Catholic court church. The 
Requiem Mass (ZWV 46) and Lessons and Responsories 
(ZWV 47) were written and directed by Jan Dismas Zelen-
ka (1679-1745), whose entry of the Requiem into his 
Inventarium was accompanied by the remark ‘Raptissime 
compositu[m].’2 Before the exequies began, Erbhuldigung 
ceremonies – those acts of hereditary homage with as-
sociated expressions of political power – for the son and 
successor of August II, Saxon Elector Friedrich August II 
(August III as Polish king), were held in Dresden when 
oaths of allegiance were sworn either to the new elector 
or to his representatives. Homage visits to throughout 
Saxony then began with Leipzig (20-21 April),3 followed 
by Wittenberg (10-11 May), and Torgau (12-13 May). 
Ceremonies continued on 19 May 1733 when Friedrich 
August II travelled to Bautzen (Budißin),4 the historic 

* The authors acknowledge with gratitude the kind assist-
ance of Dr Birgit Mitzscherlich of the Zentralabteilung, Archiv-
Bibliothek Kunst, Bischöfliches Ordinariat Bautzen (D-BAUd), 
and Silke Kosbab at the Archivverbund Bautzen, Stadtarchiv 
(without siglum), and for their permission to publish the re-
productions seen in this article. We thank Dr David Fair service 
and Susanne Haring for help with translations, and Drs Sa-
mantha Owens and Ian Burk for their advice. We express our 
appreciation to Dr Karl Wilhelm Geck and music librarians at 
the Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und Universitäts-
bibliothek Dresden, SLUB, (D-Dl), and to the archivists in the 
reading room of the Sächsisches Staatsarchiv – Hauptstaats-
archiv Dresden (D-Dla). A shorter version of this paper was 
first read by Stockigt at the J. S. Bach Dialogue Meeting, Bach 
Looking East, Warsaw, 3-7 July 2013, and published as ‘The visit 
of members of the Dresden Hofkapelle to Bautzen: May 1733’, 
in: Understanding Bach, 9, in Bach Network UK 2014, http://
www.bachnetwork.co.uk/ub9/UB9-Stockigt.pdf.

1 The heart of August II is kept in the crypt of the Catholic 
Hofkirche (ded. 1751) in Dresden.

2 Inventarium rerum Musicarum Variorum Authorum Eccle-
siae Servientium. D-Dl, Bibl. Arch. III Hb, Vol. 787 d. Facsimile 
published in Horn, Wolfgang – KoHlHase, Thomas – in as-
sociation with landmann, Ortrun – reicH, Wolfgang (eds.): 
Zelenka-Dokumentation: Quellen und Materialen, 2 vols., Wies-
baden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1989, v. 2, p. 63. See: http://digital.
slub-dresden.de/%20werkansicht/dlf/112990/1/ (CC-BY-SA 4.0).

3 On the Leipzig Erbhuldigung see maul, Michael: ‘Das Kyrie 
der h-Moll-Messe: eine genuine Musik für die Leipziger Erbhul-
digung?’, in: Gassman, Michael (ed.): Bachs Messe h-Moll : Ent-
stehung, Deutung, Rezeption: Vorträge der Bachwoche Stuttgart 
2012, Kassell: Bärenreiter, 2014, ch. 3. 

4 Until 1868 the official name of Bautzen was Budissin 
(Budißin).

1733 was a momentous year for the Dresden court. 
The death in Warsaw on 1 February of Saxon Elector 
and King of Poland August II (August ‘der Starke’) was 
followed by exequies in Warsaw and Dresden, the acces-
sion of Saxon Electoral Prince as Elector of Saxony (as 
Friedrich August II), and the subsequent Erbhuldigung 
ceremonies (acts of hereditary homage with associated 
expressions of political power) in major Saxon centres, 
his election as King of Poland, and travel of the court to 
Cracow for the coronation. 

This paper concerns the performance of a Te Deum 
laudamus for the new elector in the Catholic Choir of 
the bi-confessional St Petri Dom in Bautzen during the 
Erbhuldigung on 19 May 1733. This performance served 
a dual purpose: Friedrich August II, a Catholic convert, 
could attend the performance in the Catholic Choir of 
Bautzen’s St Petri Dom, and attention would be drawn 
to the artistry of Dresden’s revitalised Hofkapelle – an 
ensemble for which he had taken responsibility as early 
as 1730. Furthermore, the elector demanded that an 
appropriate performance space would be available in 
the Catholic Choir. Court documents name the musi-
cians who travelled to Bautzen. Nine singers were ac-
companied by 21 instrumentalists, an ensemble whose 
disposition closely resembles the structure of the Classi-
cal orchestra. The identity of the Te Deum performed for 
the Erbhuldigung is proposed, and new insights into Jan 
Dismas Zelenka’s musical position at the Dresden court 
during 1733 are given.
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capital of Upper Lusatia (Oberlausitz).5 These visits, which took place during the official period 
of mourning for the late king, represented great organisational challenges for the court ad-
ministration.6 Planning of church services in particular represented a delicate situation because 
on 27 November 1712, in Bologna during his grand tour as electoral prince, Friedrich August II 
converted from Luthernism to Catholicism (as had his father in 1697).

Broad descriptions of the Erbhuldigung ceremonies are given in the 1735 edition of the 
Königl. Polnischer und Churfürstl. Sächsischer Hof- und Staats-Calender (HStCal),7 a publication 
whose reports are based upon documentation held at the Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden.8 After 
a ceremonial entrance into each city oaths of allegiance were sworn by members of the local 
nobility, civic leaders, the militia, and citizens. Audiences were held, banquets were given, 
and a homage sermon was preached in Leipzig’s St Nicolai church,9 in the castle churches of 
Wittenberg and Torgau, and in the St Petri Dom of Bautzen.10 ( Ill. 1). After the Thirty Years 

5 An informative essay by Dr Rüdiger laue titled ‘Musik bei Huldigungen der böhmischen Könige und 
Sächsischen Kurfürsten in der Oberlausitz als Ausdruck der sichtbaren und hörbaren Macht’, published 
in the concert program of the festival ‘Lausitzer Musiksommer’ (2010), provides an historic overview of 
the music heard at homage visits to Upper Lusatia.

6 Observed by maul: ‘Das Kyrie der h-Moll-Messe’ ( note 3).
7 D-Dl, Hist. Sax. J 179 (all except the 1728 edition, which is kept with the set held at D-Dla).
8 D-Dla, 10006 Oberhofmarschallamt (OHMA), D, Nr. 12, Kurfürst Friedrich August II. Erbhuldigung, 

Bautzen, Mai 1733.
9 maul: ‘Das Kyrie der h-Moll-Messe’ ( note 3), reports that a compulsory church service plan was 

issued by the Ober-Consistorium of the Dresden court only one week before the elector’s visit to Leipzig. 
The plan included a pre-worded sermon which Leipzig’s Superintent Saloman Deyling was obliged to 
read unchanged. 

10 Homage visits later were made by Elector Friedrich August II to Freiberg (June 1733), and by his 
representatives to Zwickau, Bünau, Pirna, Hohenstein, Lohmen, Stolpen, and Altenberg (November 1733). 
Descriptions of these visits are given in the 1735 publication of the HStCal. 

Illustration 1: 
St Petri Dom. 
Original and reproduction: 
All rights reserved 
© by Archivverbund 
Bautzen, Stadtarchiv, 
68002 Handschriften-
sammlung U III, Chronik 
des Karl-Friedrich-Techell 
(1756-1846), Bd. 6; 
vorl. Nr. 332; jpg 1332.
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War (1618-1648) St Petri became a bi-confessional church (Simultankirche): Lutherans occupied 
the main body of the building and Catholic services were held in the Choir at the eastern end, 
an arrangement that continues today. At that time a contract between Bautzen’s Protestant 
citizens and the Catholic dean stated that the Protestant Erbhuldigungen service would be held 
beginning at 6 am, and the Catholic service would follow at 9 am. Thus, this bi-confessional 
Dom was the one church of the homage visits where Friedrich August II could enter as a Catho-
lic and bear witness to his faith. As a Catholic, he was an eligible candidate for the Polish crown 
for which a new round of elections was about to begin.11 The sacred musical work chosen to be 
heard in Bautzen was the Te Deum laudamus, the Ambrosian hymn of praise, to be solemnly 
performed by members of Dresden’s celebrated Hofkapelle with royal trumpets and timpani. 
This hymn had certainly enriched pre-Reformation Erbhuldigung services held in Bautzen.12 In 
1733 the musically astute Elector Friedrich August II ensured a satisfactory performance of the 
Te Deum by sending to Bautzen two senior members from the Hofkapelle and insisting upon 
an appropriate space for the musicians to perform in the Catholic Choir of St Petri. 

Preparations for the Bautzen Erbhuldigung visit of Elector Friedrich August II
Upon an order from Friedrich August II, on 10 May 1733 the Superior of Dresden’s Catholic 
court church, Father Franciscus [Franz] Nonhardt SJ,13 wrote to the dean of the Collegiate 
Convent of St Petri and Apostolic Administrator of Upper Lusatia, Johann Josef Ignaz Frey-
schlag von Schmidenthal (1669-1743). Father Nonhardt’s letter introduced ‘the well-born 
and virtuoso Kapellmeister’ (Generosus ac Virtuosus D’nus Capellae Magister) of the elector14 
( Ill. 2). This can only be Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745) who had carried out the musical 

11 Only a Catholic could be elected to this non-hereditary title.
12 laue: ‘Musik bei Huldigungen der böhmischen Könige und Sächsischen Kurfürsten in der Ober-

lausitz’ ( note 5), reports a Te Deum as having been specifically mentioned at the Huldigungen visit to 
Bautzen in 1538 for Ferdinand I (King of Bohemia from 1526; Kaiser from 1558). Otherwise, Laue found 
reports of music in sixteenth-century descriptions to be somewhat vague. 

13 Father Franz Nonhardt SJ was Superior of the Dresden court chaplains between 1727 and 1733.
14 D-BAUd, Diözesanarchiv Dresden-Meißen (DADM), A I, Nr. 0009, Acta die Huldigung in Bautzen. 

Gravamina des V. C. B. und die Reverse Friedrich Augusts II. für die Katholische Geistlichkeit betr: 1733, 
fol. 6a-b. The term ‘generosus’ had already been applied to Zelenka in 1704. At the conclusion of the 
synopsis of his earliest known composition, Via laureata (ZWV 245; music lost), the composer’s name 

Illustration 2:
Reference to Zelenka as 
‘Generosus ac Virtuosus 

D’nus Capellae Magister’, 
in the letter of Franz 
Nonhardt SJ, Dresden 

10 May 1733. 
Original and reproduction: 

All rights reserved © 
Diözesanarchiv Dresden-

Meißen (DADM), D-BAUd, 
A I, Nr. 0009, Acta die 
Huldigung in Bautzen. 
Gravamina des V. C. B. 

und die Reverse Friedrich 
Augusts II. für die 

Katholische Geistlichkeit  
betr: 1733, fol. 6a.
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duties of Kapellmeister following the death of Johann David Heinichen on 16 July 1729.15 
According to Father Nonhardt, Zelenka had offered to give advice on the placement of the 
Dresden musicians in the Choir of St Petri for the planned performance. On 11 May Zelenka and 
Hofkapelle concertmaster Johann Georg Pisendel (1687-1755) travelled to Bautzen to inspect the 
proposed performance area.16 Their visit was noted at the conclusion of the list of musicians 
ordered to travel to Bautzen:17

‘Woraus gehen Mr: Pisendel und Mr: Zelencka den 11ten Maji mit 1. Chaise, bleiben aber 
nur 3. Tage außen, und kommen wegen einfallender Kirchen-Music wiederum zurück. Die 
ganze Capell-Music trifft den 18ten Maji Abends in Budißin ein.’
(Mr Pisendel and Mr Zelencka depart on 11 May in one carriage, staying for three days 
only, and will return for the church music duties.18 The entire Capell-Music will arrive in 
Bautzen in the evening of 18 May.)

In preparation for the elector’s visit, plans for the performance space were drawn up by the 
Oberlandbaumeister of the Dresden court, Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann, who visited Bautzen 
at the beginning of May.19 On 12 May, during the visit of Zelenka and Pisendel, the Bautzen 
council (Senatis Budißen) met to debate whether Pöppelmann’s planned extension, which 
involved raising the floor level of a section of the Choir, should be allowed as a temporary 
measure as proposed by Dean von Schmidenthal. Due to opposition from the St Petri chapter 
(Capitulares) however, the suggestion was not accepted and Pöppelmann was advised of this 
decision.20 On 14 May the dean wrote to Father Nonhardt reporting his discussions with the 
Capellae Magistros (Zelenka and Pisendel) about the current state of the organ gallery. He noted 
that the performance space in the choir was insufficient even for the modest needs of the 
local Catholic musicians, and claimed that but for the chapter’s opposition these alterations 
should have been finalised.21 

Upon return to Dresden Zelenka and Pisendel would have communicated the opposition to 
changes necessary for the proposed performance in the Catholic Choir. On 16 May the Bürger-
meister of Bautzen received a communication from the elector demanding alterations to be 
made in time for his upcoming Erbhuldigung visit. This caused further inspection of the site 
by Pöppelmann and a deputation from the city council, who then agreed that an alteration 
could be carried out along with costs to be borne by the court, and demolition of the structu-

appears in the libretto as: ‘Musicam adornavit: generosus Dominus Joannes Dismas Zelenka, Bohemus 
Launowicensis.’ See VoleK, Tomislav: ‘Die Bedeutung Prags für Zelenkas Leben und Schaffen’, in: KoHl-
Hase, Thomas (ed.): Zelenka-Studien I: Referate der Internationalen Fachkonferenz J. D. Zelenka, (Marburg, 
J.-G.-Herder-Institut, 16.-20. November 1991) [= Musik des Ostens, 14], Kassel and Basel: Bärenreiter, 1993, 
p. 19. When Zelenka acted as a witness to the marriage of the Dresden musician Augustin Uhlig in 1737 
Father Michael Grüber SJ (Father Nonhardt’s successor) referred to him as the ‘Königl. Capell-meister.’ See 
Köpp, Kai: Johann Georg Pisendel (1687-1755) und die Anfänge der neuzeitlichen Orchesterleitung, Tutzing: 
Hans Schneider, 2005, p. 455. 

15 For more on this period, known in Zelenka literature as Interregnum (1729-1733), see stoK-
KiGt, Janice B. and ÁGústsson, Jóhannes: ‘Reflections and recent findings on the life and music of Jan 
Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745)’, in: Clavibus Unitis VI/2015, pp. 22-32 (online: http://www.acecs.cz/media/
cu_2015_04.pdf).

16 The sources refer to this space in the Choir either as organ gallery (‘Orgel-Chor’), musicians’ gallery 
(‘Musique Chor’), or platform (pulpitum).

17 D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, D, Nr. 12, fol. 191b.
18 The reason for the return to Dresden of Zelenka and Pisendel was because their musical presence 

would be essential on 14 May for the high feast In Ascensione Domini. In the Gregorian calendar pulished 
in the HStCal, 1733, this feast is printed in red and accompanied by a cross (†), an indication that an 
indulgence (Ablaß) was granted to those who worshipped in the Catholic court church on that day.

19 Alterations to the Ortenburg castle (where the elector was to be accommodated and where 
traditional ceremonies were to be held) and the St Petri Dom (where the Te Deum was to be performed) 
were necessary, as discussed in a letter of Pöppelmann to a secretary of the Oberhofmarschallamt, dated 
Dresden, 4 May 1733: D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, R 1, 3, D, Nr. 1, Nachrichten über Erbhuldigungen [1733] 1739-
1769, unfoliated.

20 Reported in the Archivverbund Bautzen, Stadtarchiv, 27.2. Neues Archiv Repertorium I. 62101 – 
No. 169. Raths-Protocoll von 1. Julii 1732 biß 23. Jan. 1734, unfoliated. 

21 D-BAUd, DADM, A I, Nr. 3504 quater. Literae et Correspondentia Decani Johannis Freyschlag. 
II. Konvolut. 1732-1743, unfoliated. 

http://www.acecs.cz/media/cu_2015_04.pdf
http://www.acecs.cz/media/cu_2015_04.pdf
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re must occur immediately after the performance on 19 May.22 And indeed, everything was re-
turned to the original condition on the following day.23 

The Te Deum laudamus in the St Petri Dom 1733
The HStCal for 1735 reported that upon arrival at the nearby village of Radewitz where a 
row of tents had been set up for a short welcoming ceremony, Elector Friedrich August II was 
greeted with a speech given on behalf of the nobility of Upper Lusatia by the Oberamtshaupt-
mann Count Friedrich Caspar Gerßdorff. To the pealing of bells the elector and the entourage 
then moved into Bautzen where he was welcomed by members of the Bautzen council and 
deputies from the Sechs-Städte – an Upper Lusatian confederation of the principal city of 
Bautzen, Görlitz, Kamenz, Lauban, Lobau, and Zittau. These were fortified cities with differing 
languages (Sorb or German) and religious affiliations (Catholic or Protestant). After the elector 
was presented with keys to the city and to the Ortenburg castle, the procession moved to 
the St Petri Dom. There, knights were lined up in the churchyard, the elite Saxon regiment 
of body guards (Garde du Corps) stood on the market square in front of the town hall, while 
the Équipage was assembled behind the church. At the outer wall of St Petri the elector was 
met by 23 Catholic clerics in vestments who accompanied him through the churchyard to the 
entrance to the Dom where a speech of welcome was given in Latin. 

Preceded by knights and clerics and followed by his ministers and Cavaliers, the elector 
was led through the Lutheran end of St Petri where a chair had been placed for him under a 
baldachin. He chose not to sit there. He remained standing instead (the place isn’t specified) to 
listen to the Te Deum with trumpets and timpani and ‘the outstanding musique of the Capell 
musicorum and castrati from Dresden.’24 Whether or not the sacramental blessing was given 
within this performance is not recorded, but numerous reports in the Diarium Missionis of the 
Dresden Jesuits refer to a pause at the ‘Salvum fac’ for this blessing to be given.25 

Following the Te Deum, Elector Friedrich August II rode to the Ortenburg castle where, 
according to tradition, deputies of the Bautzen council were admitted and wine and food 
presented.26 The next morning the homage sermon was given during the Lutheran service 
at 6 am by the Pastor Primarius Johann Christoph Lange in the presence of the nobility, 
council, and citizens. After this, the elector was met by the Catholic clerics in vestments who 
accompanied him in a procession led by six torch bearers to the Catholic Choir. Here, the elector 
heard Mass celebrated at the high altar by the dean assisted by two canons. Although, the 
elector intended to listen to another homage sermon (according to tradition) this was cancelled 
due to rain, and the knights and council members were dismissed. At 5 am on 21 May Friedrich 
August II returned to Dresden to attend services in the Catholic court church for celebration 
of Pentecost (24 May).27

The instrumentalists and singers sent to Bautzen May 1733
On 18 May 1733 nine singers and 21 instrumentalists drawn from the Dresden Hofkapelle 
with their servant (Johann Gottlob Werner) travelled to Bautzen for the Te Deum performance. 
The components and internal proportions of the orchestra seen in Table 1 demonstrate the 
arrangement of the instrumental section of the Dresden Hofkapelle for the occasion. Apart from 
the inclusion of a theorbo this instrumental ensemble of six violins, two violas, two cellos, 

22 Archivverbund Bautzen, Stadtarchiv, Neues Archiv Repertorium I. 62100 – No. 169, Actum in Con-
sessu Senatis Budißin den 16. Maj. 1733, unfoliated.

23 D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, D, Nr. 12, fol. 4b.
24 HStCal, 1735. The account given in Bautzen Stadtarchiv records states: ‘[…] das Te Deum laudamus, 

so unter Trompeten und Pauken schall, auch vortrefflicher Musique, der aus Dreßden den anhero gekom-
menen Capell Musicorum und Castraten, abgesungen worden, stehende mit anhöreten.’ Archivverbund 
Bautzen, Stadtarchiv, Neues Archiv Repertorium I, 62001 – Nr. 1707, fol. 19. 

25 A nota bene in the Diarium Missionis made by Father Nonhardt on 31. 12. 1729 stated that at the 
‘Salvum fac’ there should be a preamble in the choir: ‘NB. ad Salvum fac fiat deinceps praeambulum in 
choro […].’ Diarium Missionis (1710-1738). MSS held at D-BAUd, with excerpts published by Wolfgang 
reicH, ‘Exzerpte aus dem Diarium Missionis S.J. Dresdae’, in: Gatterman, Günter – reicH, Wolfgang 
(eds.): Zelenka-Studien II. Referate und Materialien der 2. Internationalen Fachkonferenz Jan Dismas Zelenka 
(Dresden und Prag 1995) [= Deutsche Musik im Osten, 12], Sankt Augustin: Academia, 1997, pp. 315-75. 

26 HStCal, 1735.
27 The listing of this feast in the HStCal for 1733 was accompanied by a cross (†).
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contrabass, pairs of flutes, oboes, horns, bassoons, and keyboard closely resembles the descrip-
tion of the typical Classical orchestra given by John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw.2829

Position and/or
Instrument Named as Identification

1. Concert-meister 
[and violinist] Pisendel Johann Georg Pisendel

5. Violinen Rein Carl Joseph Rhein
le gros Simon le gros
Ditterle *Joseph Titterle 
Taschenberg *Christoph Wilhelm Taschenberg
Fickler *Johann George Fickler

2. Hautbois Richter Johann Christian Richter
Wilhelm *Johann Wilhelm Hugo

2. Fleutes traverses Buffardin Pierre Gabriel Buffardin
Quantz Johann Joachim Quantz

2. Waldhörner ‘2. Schindler’ Johann Adam Schindler
Andreas Schindler

2. Viole Morgenstern Johann Gottlieb Morgenstern
Reichel Johann Christoph Reichel

1. Organ Ulich *Augustin Uhlig
1. Contrebass Kästner George Friedrich Kästner
1. Tiorba Weiß Sylvius Leopold Weiss
2. Violoncelli Rossi Agostino de Rossi

Califano *Arcangelo Califano
2. Fagotti Böhme Johann Gottfried Böhme

Lincke *Johann B. Lincke

A notable feature of this ensemble is the inclusion of a number of musicians who only 
recently had been admitted to the Hofkapelle on a formal basis. The newcomers, whose names 
are marked in Table 1 with an asterisk, comprised exactly one third of the entire group. 
Their engagement as royal musicians was recommended by Friedrich August II who assumed 
responsibility for the affairs of the Hofkapelle while still electoral prince in the autumn of 
1730.30 An undated memorandum in his hand shows that due to some positions becoming 
vacant in ‘der Französischen Comedie und Tänzer’ ensemble of the Dresden court, funds had 
become available for the Hofkapelle.31 The memorandum notes the departure of four members 
from the French ensemble of actors and dancers whose salaries totalled 2 500 Thaler,32 as well 
as the release from Dresden court service of the male soprano Andrea Ruota, whose annual 

28 ‘[…] a typical [Classical] orchestra included violins, violas, cellos and double basses, a pair of oboes, a 
pair of horns, one or two bassoons and keyboard continuo. Trumpets and timpani were optional. Violins 
were divided into two sections of approximately equal size; violas (except in France) were consolidated 
into a single section […] Cellos, double basses, bassoons and keyboard usually played the same basso 
line’. See spitzer, John and zaslaw, Neal: ‘Orchestra’, 6. The Classical orchestra (1740-1815). Grove Music 
Online, accessed on 8. 12. 2016.

29 Table 1 is based upon lists given in D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, D, Nr. 12, fol. 191a.
30 This is known from a postscript in a letter dated 9 October 1730 from chamberlain Count Christian 

Gottlieb Holtzendorff to Cabinet Minister Count Karl Heinrich Hoym on behalf of Maria Josepha, the 
Habsburg wife of the electoral prince. The letter acknowledges that by October 1730 the prince had 
taken control of Hofkapelle affairs (although his father, August II, had the final say on all decisions). 
See ÁGústsson, Jóhannes: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection of Jan Dismas Zelenka: A Reconstruction’, Studi 
vivaldiani 13, (2013), pp. 15-16.

31 D-Dla, 10026 Geheimes Kabinett (Geh. Kab.), Loc. 383/5, Die Bande französischer Komödianten und 
Orchester, 1721-1733, fol. 224a. 

32 Those leaving the French ensemble of actors and dancers were Gabriela ‘la france’ (daughter of 
the Hofkapelle cellist Robert du Houlondel ‘la France le Pere’), ‘la Derval’, and the male dancers ‘Dupres’ 
(Louis Duprez), and ‘Saint Denis’ (François St Denis).

Table 1:
Instrumentalists 
who travelled to Bautzen 
for the Te Deum perform-
ance in the St Petri Dom, 
19 May 173329
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salary was 500 Thaler.33 Thus, it was expected that an additional sum of 3000 Thaler would 
be available, a sum the electoral prince considered necessary for much needed changes to the 
instrumental section of the Dresden Hofkapelle. He wrote:

‘In Ces 2500 [Thaler] pourois [!] etre employes a mettre l’orchestre en etat qu’il en a grand 
besoin la pluspart etant invalide.’ 
(These 2500 Thaler could be employed to put the orchestra into a state it desperately needs, 
the majority [of players] being incapacitated).34

Indeed, by 1731 not only had the Hofkapelle membership aged, but deaths and incapacity had 
depleted the number of instrumentalists, and the Dresden Hofkapelle was greatly in need of 
rejuvenation.35

This memorandum was almost certainly prepared soon after the Dresden performances in 
September and October 1731 of Cleofide, an opera composed and directed by Johann Adolph 
Hasse (1699-1783). Hasse, who was formally appointed as Kapellmeister to the Dresden court 
in July that year, must have requested new members for the orchestra, and it is probable that 
those chosen to play in Cleofide were the players recommended for admission to the Hofka-
pelle in the memorandum of the electoral prince. The five named violinists were ‘Lössel’ (Jo-
hann Georg Lösel),36 ‘Ulich’ (Augustin Uhlig, former organist to the Kapellknaben ensemble of 
Dresden’s Catholic church, and first organist of Leipzig’s royal Catholic chapel), ‘Titerle’ (former 
Kapellknabe Joseph Tiederle, and third organist of Leipzig’s royal Catholic chapel37), ‘Pioto’ (Fran-
ciscus Biotto), ‘Tachenberger’ (Christoph Wilhelm Taschenberg),38 and Johann Georg Fickler.39 Ex-
cept for Lösel (who apparently did not take up a position with the Hofkapelle), each musician 
was to receive an annual salary of 200 Thaler. The memo proposed that the same amount was 
to be paid to the violist ‘Kruger’ (Johann Gottlob Krieger),40 and contrabassist ‘Kaiser’ (Johann 
Samuel Kaÿser).41 Three remaining names written by the prince are bracketed together with 
the note: ‘da C. W.’ These letters (C[omte]. W[ackerbarth].) confirm that these three musicians 
came from the chamber ensemble of Cabinet Minister, Governor of Dresden and Generalfeld-
marschall, Count August Christoph Wackerbarth (1662-1734). They are the cellist Arcangelo 
Califano (350 Thaler – altered from 300), oboist and chalumeau player Johann Wilhelm Hugo, 

33 Andrea Ruota was among a group of seven opera singers brought from Venice by Tommaso Ristori 
in autumn 1724. ÁGústsson: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection of Jan Dismas Zelenka’ (see note 30), p. 10.

34 D-Dla, 10026 Geh. Kab., Loc. 383/5, fol. 224a.
35 In 1729 the Dresden court’s Directeur des plaisirs, Baron Pierre de Gaultier wrote that the orchestra 

had become rather upset by the deaths of several good subjects (‘un peu dérangé par la mort de plusieurs 
bons sujets’). Cited by ÁGústsson: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection of Jan Dismas Zelenka’ ( note 30), p. 5. 

36 In 1743 Johann Georg Lösel was a member of the ensemble of Count Moritz von Brühl, brother of 
the Saxon Prime Minister. On this violinist, see Kollmar, Ulrike: Gottlob Harrer (1703-1755), Kapellmeis-
ter des Grafen Heinrich von Brühl am sächsisch-polnischen Hof und Thomaskantor in Leipzig: mit einem 
Werkverzeichnis und einem Katalog der Notenbibliothek [= Schriften zur mitteldeutschen Musikgeschichte, 
12], Beeskow: Ortus, 2006, p. 79, 101.

37 On these organists, see stocKiGt, Janice B.: ‘The Organists of Leipzig’s Royal Catholic Chapel: 1719-
1756’, Hudební věda 2-3/2016, pp. 161-176.

38 Christoph Wilhelm Taschenberg is a rare example of a Dresden musician being promoted to the 
Hofkapelle from one of the numerous Saxon military ensembles. The names of ‘Taschenberger Sen: [and] 
Jun:’ are found amongst the eight musicians of the Cadets in a list dating from 1721; D-Dla, 10006 
OHMA, G, Nr. 21, Karneval in Dresden, 1721, fol. 243a. Either one of these, almost certainly the younger 
Taschenberg, is Christoph Wilhelm. His name is last seen in the HStCal of 1767.

39 Before his promotion to the Hofkapelle Fickler had been a member of the Jagd-Pfeiffers for at least 
ten years. D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, G, Nr. 21, fol. 243a. He was still playing the violin in 1779, having served 
the Dresden court for almost 60 years.

40 Krieger’s employment only lasted four years.
41 In 1733 Johann Samuel Kaÿser was one of the musicians who applied for the vacant organist 

position at the Sophienkirche in Dresden (which was awarded to Wilhelm Friedemann Bach), following 
the death of court organist Christian Pezold. In his petition Kaÿser states that he was first and foremost 
a keyboard player and composer, and that he had instructed the Lutheran Kapellknaben in music for some 
years. Stadtarchiv Dresden, Ratsarchiv 2.1.4, D.XXXIV. Nr. 17, Akten, die Besetzung des Organistenamts 
bei der Sophienkirche allhier. 1733-1889, Dresden, 27 May 1733, fol. 4a-b. The only known composition of 
Kaÿser is the cantata Finstre Nächte Trauerstunden machen jedermann betrübt, D-Dl, Mus. 2742-E-500. He 
is last mentioned in the HStCal of 1750.
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and bassoonist Johann B. Casimirus Lincke (each to be paid 300 Thaler).42 Zelenka was to be 
given an additional sum of 150 (altered from 200) Thaler,43 while Johann Joachim Quantz was 
to receive an annual bonus (Zulage) of 50 Thaler. Immediately preceding the memorandum 
in the files concerning these additions is the document signed by August II authorising the 
dismissal of members of the ‘Französischen Comedie und Tänzer’ and the male soprano Ruota, 
the admission to the Hofkapelle of a group of instrumentalists, and payments to be made to 
them from 1 February 1732.44

Nine singers from the Dresden Hofkapelle (see Table 2) travelled to Bautzen for the Te Deum 
laudamus performance.45

Voice type Named as Identification
[Tenor] Zelencka Jan Dismas Zelenka
Soprano Ventura Ventura Rochetti
Soprano Pinti Giovanni Bindi
Alto Dominochini Domenico Annibali
Alto Nicolini Nicolo Pozzi
Alto Campioli Antonio Campioli
Tenor Goetzel Johann Joseph Goetzel
Bass Pan Johann David Bahn
Bass Ritzschel Franz Ritzschel

Apart from the surprising information that Zelenka would sing one of the vocal parts (and 
presumably, as composer of the Te Deum, he would direct the performance from that position), 
this all-male vocal ensemble comprised three castrati who arrived in Dresden in April 1730: 
sopranos Ventura Rochetti and Giovanni Bindi, and alto Domenico Annibali. They were among 
the young singers trained in Italy during the 1720s for the revival of the Dresden opera, a 
project initiated by the Saxon electoral prince and his wife Maria Josepha and funded by the 
Dresden court.46 The two additional male altos to travel to Bautzen were Nicolo Pozzi, and 
Antonio Campioli,.47 The three remaining singers were tenor Johann Joseph Goetzel, and basses 
Johann David Bahn, and Franz Ritzschel.48 

42 These three musicians were well known to the electoral prince, having often performed music for 
him during his sojourn in Vienna in 1717-1719. See stocKiGt and ÁGústsson: ‘Reflections and recent 
findings on the life and music of Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745)’ ( note 15), p. 14. See also paczKowsKi, 
Szymon: ‘Christoph August von Wackerbarth (1662-1734) and his “Cammer-Musique”’, in: Guzy-pasiaK, 
Jolanta – marKuszewsKa, Aneta (eds.): Music Migration in the Early Modern Age. Centres and Peripher-
ies – People, Works, Styles, Paths of Dissemination and Influence, Warsaw: Liber Pro Arte, 2016, pp. 109-126.

43 This is an annual salary rise which raised Zelenka’s previous salary of 400 to 550 Thalers. An 
overview of Zelenka’s salaries is given by oscHmann, Susanne: Jan Dismas Zelenka: Seine geistlichen 
italienischen Oratorien, Mainz – London – New York – Tokyo: Schott, 1986, ch. 1, ‘Die Biographie’. 

44 D-Dla, 10026 Geh. Kab., Loc. 383/5, Warsaw, 28 November 1731, fol. 223a.
45 Table 2 is based upon lists given in D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, D, Nr. 12, fol. 191a-b.
46 This project was described in the nineteenth-century by Fürstenau, Moritz: Zur Geschichte der 

Musik und des Theaters am Hofe der Kurfürsten von Sachsen und Könige von Polen Friedrich August I. 
(August II.) und Friedrich August II. (August III.), Dresden: Verlagsbuchhandlung von Rudolf Kuntze, 1862, 
pp. 159-160. See also Żórawska-witkowska, Alina: ‘Beitrag zur Bildungsgeschichte der Italienischen 
Opernsänger: I Virtuosi di S. M. Il Re di Polonia, Elettore di Sassonia, 1724-1730’, in: HarendarsKa, 
Eleonora (ed.): 10th International Musicological Congress: Musica Antiqua Europae Orientalis. Bydgoszcz, 
1994, Bydgoszcz, 1997, pp. 401-411; and mojzysz, Zenon: ‘Cleofide – “Dramma per musica” von Johann 
Adolf Hasse. Untersuchung der Entstehungsgeschichte’, in HocHstein, Wolfgang (ed.): Hasse-Studien, Son-
derreihe, vol. 2, Stuttgart: Carus, 2011. In addition, ÁGústsson: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection of Jan 
Dismas Zelenka’ ( note 30), introduces much new information about this project and corrects a number 
of inaccuracies found in all three earlier accounts.

47 Pozzi was one of the Italian singers who arrived in 1724, while Campioli, who had taught the 
castrati in Venice from 1728, arrived either in 1730 or 1731: ibid., p. 18.

48 Entries in the HStCal, 1728, and in D-Dla, 10025 Geheimes Konsilium, Loc. 4636, Der für Ihre Hoheit, 
die königlichen Prinzessin Maria Josepha Hofstaat konzedierte Begräbnisplatz zu Dresden, Verzeichnisse der 
Beamten katholischer Konfession, ingleichen was wegen des Huldigungseides bei der römisch-katholischen 
Geistlichkeit vorgegangen, 1719-1734, fol. 249a (1724), fol. 370a (1725), show that in the 1720s Goetzel 
was listed as one of two personal horn players in the court (Hofstaat) of the electoral prince. He was 
hired for the Hofkapelle as tenor in 1731; see ÁGústsson: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection Of Jan Dismas 

Table 2:
Singers who travelled to 
Bautzen for the Te Deum 
laudamus performance 
given in the St Petri Dom 
19 May 173345
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Thus, the performers of the Te Deum lauda-
mus for the Bautzen Erbhuldigung comprised 
21 instrumentalists and nine singers plus 
court trumpeters and timpanist. Hofkapelle 
members were given a daily allowance of one 
Thaler (instrument servant Werner received 
12 groschen per day), and were accommodated 
in houses of Bautzen residents. Billetting ar-
rangements show that Zelenka was lodged 
according to his rank in relatively spacious 
accommodation comprising ‘1. Stube, 1. Cam-
mer, 1 Bette’ with Frau Steudner, a butcher’s 
widow who lived on Reichenstrasse, a house 
that stands today.49 ( Ill. 3)

Which musical Te Deum setting was perfor-
med in Bautzen, 1733? 
Following the performances of Cleofide Hasse 
left for Italy on 8 October and did not return 
until 3 February 1734. In his absence Zelenka’s 
responsibilities as the acting Kapellmeister 
included the supply of compositions for the 
most important events in the Catholic court 
church, either from his own pen or from his 
personal collection.50 These events involved 
the very important Purification, or Churching 
ceremonies (Ingressus) of Maria Josepha in 
Dresden’s Catholic court church following the 
births of Saxon Princess Princess Maria Josepha 
(1731),51 and Saxon Prince Carl (1733),52 the oc-
casion for which Zelenka composed the Missa 
Purificationis B: V: M: (ZWV 16). 

Zelenka’s Inventarium lists two Te Deum 
settings only. Each was his own composition. 
The purpose of the earlier setting of c1724 
(ZWV 145) is unknown,53 whereas it is prob-
able that the later setting (ZWV 146) was 
commissioned on or about 19 August 1731 

Zelenka’ ( note 30), pp. 19-20. Bahn had been a student of the Kreuzkirche in Dresden before joining the 
Hamburg opera. In 1731 he was hired for the Hofkapelle: ibid., p. 20. Ritzschel was listed as a singer with 
the Kapellknaben ensemble of Dresden’s Catholic court church in 1731-1732. See ÁGústsson, Jóhannes 
and stocKiGt, Janice B.: ‘Records of Catholic musicians, actors, and dancers at the court of August II, 
1723-1732: The establishment of the Catholic cemetery in Dresden’, Royal Musical Association Research 
Chronicles (RMARC) 45 (2014), pp. 26-75, especially p. 42, 45. The very promising Ritzschel was hired for 
the Hofkapelle in November 1733, but passed away in 1738, see ÁGústsson: ‘The Secular Vocal Collection 
Of Jan Dismas Zelenka’ ( note 30), p. 20.

49 Archivverbund Bautzen, Stadtarchiv, Altes Archiv Repertorium I 62100 – F. No. 14. Ihro Königl. 
Hoheit der Durchlauchtigsten Chur Fürstens zu Sachßen Herrn Friedrich Augusts Fourier-Zeddul zu der Hul-
digung nach Budißin Mense Maÿ 1733, ‘Quartier Rolle und Einquartierungs Liste’, unfoliated. We owe our 
information on the complex history of Reichenstrasse Nr. 20 to the research of Silke Kosbab, to whom 
we are most grateful.

50 Although no contract has been discovered for Zelenka’s engagement by the Dresden court as 
an instrumentalist or as a composer of church music, a precedent for the duties expected of a Vice-
Kapellmeister is found in the instructions for Nicolaus Adam Strungk (1640-1700) who was appointed to 
that position at the Dresden court in 1692. See stocKiGt and ÁGústsson: ‘Reflections and recent findings 
on the life and music of Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745)’ ( note 15), p. 40.

51 Maria Josepha was born on 4. 11. 1731; the churching ceremony was held on 15. 12. 1731.
52 The Saxon Prince Carl was born on 13. 7. 1733; the churching ceremony was held on 23. 8. 1733.
53 scHulz, Norbert: ‘Johann Dismas Zelenka’ (Diss., Berlin, 1944), p. 16, gave the date of Zelenka’s first 

setting of Te Deum laudamus (ZWV 145) as 1724.

Illustration 3:
Lodging information for 
Hofkapelle musicians in 
Bautzen, including ‘Ze-

lencka’ No. 188.
Original and reproduction: 

All rights reserved © by 
Archivverbund Bautzen, 
Stadtarchiv, Altes Archiv 
Repertorium I 62100 – 

F. No. 14. Ihro Königl. Ho-
heit der Durchlauchtigsten 
Chur Fürstens zu Sachßen 

Herrn Friedrich Augusts 
Fourier-Zeddul zu der 

Huldigung nach Budißin 
Mense Maÿ 1733, ‘Quartier 
Rolle und Einquartierungs 

Liste’, unfoliated.
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when the pregnancy of Maria Josepha was announced.54 On 5 November, the day after the 
birth of Saxon Princess Maria Josepha, a Te Deum with trumpets and timpani was sung in the 
Catholic court church.55 We propose that this is the setting heard at the Bautzen Erbhuldigung 
in May 1733. The instrumental scoring of the work almost agrees with the musical forces sent 
to Bautzen in 1733: ZWV 146 is scored for first and second violins, viola, organ (supported 
with the ripienists of the basso continuo section: tiorba, violoncello, contrabass, and bassoon); 
two flutes, two oboes, two bassoons, and a choir of four trumpets and timpani. Knowledge of 
the elector’s love of the horn (an instrument that assumed symbolic status during his reign) 
allows us to suppose that Zelenka adapted the scoring by replacing two trumpets with horns 
to allow the brothers Johann Adam and Andreas Schindler to be heard as part of the brass 
choir. This suggestion is supported by a report noting that of the eight royal court trumpeters 
who accompanied the elector to Bautzen, six only played marches during his procession into 
the city.56 This makes it likely that the other two had already taken their place with Hofkapelle 
members inside St Petri. Similar scoring for brass choir (pairs of trumpets, horns, plus timpani) 
that contributed to the solemn grandeur of Zelenka’s Missa Sancti Josephi c1731-1732 (ZWV 14), 
the Requiem Mass composed for the exequies held in Dresden April 1733 for August II (ZWV 
46), and Missa Eucharistica (ZWV 15), the Mass which arguably was written for performance 
in Dresden’s Catholic court church during the Corpus Christi octave 1733.57 

As Table 3 illustrates, Zelenka’s Te Deum laudamus of 1731 comprises solo and ensemble 
arias (in which he demonstrated the vocal talents of the principal solo singers of the Dres-
den court) and choruses either for SATB, or for two choirs SATB I (the soloists) and SATB II 
(the ripienists). The orchestra requires four trumpets and timpani, pairs of flutes (Traverso I, 
Traverso II), oboes, bassoon, violins I and II, viola, and basso continuo.

1. Te Deum laudamus Chorus: SATB I (soloists); SATB II (ripienists); 
Tutti orchestra

2. Tu rex gloriae Duet: soprano I, II;
strings, obs, bc

3. Tu ad liberandum Solo aria: alto; 
fl I, II, solo vn, vns I, II (petite basse to accompany fl I, II), bc 

4. Tu ad dexteram Dei sedes Duet: tenor and bass;
strings, bc

5. Judex crederis Chorus: SATB I; SATB II; 
Tutti orchestra

6. Aeterna fac Chorus: SATB; 
instruments colla voce

7. Salvum fac Chant: tenor, bass, ‘Organo e violone’

8. Et rege eos Chorus: SATB I; SATB II; 
strings, bc

9. Per singulos dies Solo trio: sopranos I, II; alto;
flutes I, II, petite basse (vns I, II, va)

10. In te. Domine speravi Chorus (fugue): SATB

With the entry of this work into his Inventarium Zelenka wrote: ‘NB: in P[rimo] Choro sunt 
2 C. [meaning 2 sopranos]:’. The text ‘Tu rex gloriae’ is set for solo sopranos I and II, while ‘Per 
singulos dies’ is set for solo sopranos I and II and alto. Undoubtedly the solo singers of these 
movements came from Chorus I. For the Bautzen performance of May 1733 we suggest that 

54 D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, A, Nr. 19, Geburt, Taufe und Einsegnung des Prinzen (Franz) Xaver (25. August 
1730 – 21. Juni 1806), Sohn von Kurfürst Friedrich August II. und Geburt, Taufe und Einsegnung der 
Prinzessin (Maria) Josepha (4. November 1731 – 13. März 1767), 1730-1731, fol. 24a-b. Zelenka must also 
have composed the mass heard at the churching six weeks after this birth (15 December), but it is not 
known which of his works was performed for the ceremony. The music was reported to be ‘excellent’; 
loc. cit., fol. 34a.

55 D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, A, Nr. 19, fol. 26a.
56 D-Dla, 10026 Geh. Kab., Loc. 781/12, Die von Ihrer Königlichen Hoheit dem Kurfürsten Herrn Fried-

rich August nach Dero angetretenen Regierung in dem Kurfürstentum Sachsen und inkorporierten Landen 
eingenommene Erb-Huldigung, 1733-1734, fol. 196bb. 

57 The circumstances surrounding Zelenka’s composition of Missa Eucharistica are discussed by Jan-
ice B. stocKiGt in a paper of the Erbhuldigung visits of Friedrich August II in 1733, forthcoming. 

Table 3:
Zelenka’s scoring 
of the Te Deum 
(ZWV 146)
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the singers in Chorus I were Venturini and Bindi (sopranos), Annibali (alto), Goetzel (tenor) 
and Bahn (bass) while Chorus II comprised Pozzi and Campioli (in which case one of the altos 
must have sung the ripieno soprano part), Zelenka (tenor) and Ritzschel (bass).58 The 36 parts 
that once accompanied the autograph score remain inaccessible due to relocation in 1946 of 
most performance materials that once accompanied scores of the music collection of Dresden’s 
Catholic court church.59 Three performance parts for the chant ‘Salvum fac’, however, are kept 
today with the autograph score in the Saxon State and University Library Dresden. They are 
for ‘Tenor’ ( Ill. 4); ‘Bassi’; ‘Organo e Violone’.60 

58 This setting might have been performed two months later following the birth of Prince Carl on 
13 July when, on 15 July, an ‘excellent’ Te Deum laudamus with trumpets and timpani was heard in the 
Catholic court church, according to the diary of the Oberhofmarschallamt: D-Dla, 10006 OHMA, A, Nr. 20 
Geburt, Taufe und Einsegnung des Prinzen Carl (13. Juli 1733 – 16. Juni 1796), Sohn von Kurfürst Friedrich 
August II., 1733, [Vol. A], fol. 4a. 

59 Information on the great number of now-missing Dresden music sources (particularly performance 
materials) is published by GecK, Karl Wilhelm: ‘Die SLUB als Archiv für die Musik der Dresdner Hofka-
pelle’, SLUB-Kurier 12 (1998), pp. 12-14.

60 D-Dl, Mus. 2358-D-48, pp. 73-78. Zelenka’s autograph is seen in: http://digital.slub-dresden.de/
werkansicht/dlf/123886/1/ (CC-BY-SA 4.0).

Illustration 4: 
Zelenka, Te Deum (ZWV 146),

‘Salvum fac’, tenor part. 
D-Dl, Mus.2358-D-48, p. 73.
Original and reproduction: 

All rights reserved ©
http://digital.slub-

dresden.de/werkansicht/
dlf/123886/76/0/.

http://digital.slub-dresden.de/werkansicht/dlf/123886/1/
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/werkansicht/dlf/123886/1/
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/werkansicht/dlf/123886/76/0/
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/werkansicht/dlf/123886/76/0/
http://digital.slub-dresden.de/werkansicht/dlf/123886/76/0/
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Conclusion
The year 1733 was a momentous time for the Dresden court. The sequence of events began 
with death of August II in Warsaw on 1 February and exequies for the king in Dresden from 
15 to 17 of April. Saxon Prince Friedrich August II succeeded his father as Elector of Saxony and 
Erbhuldigung ceremonies were subsequently held throughout Saxony. On 13 July Saxon Prince 
Carl Christian was born, and on 5 October Friedrich August II was elected King of Poland. Travel 
of the court to Cracow followed for the coronation on 17 January 1734 of Friedrich August II 
and Maria Josepha as King and Queen of Poland. 

All the major ceremonies in Dresden’s Catholic court church in 1733 were accompanied by 
music composed and directed by the acting Kapellmeister Zelenka, who soon was to become 
principal Kirchen-Compositeur to the court. Performances were given by members of the Hof-
kapelle – an ensemble now rejuvenated due to the intervention in 1731 by the electoral prince. 
Information about the Te Deum performed in Bautzen points to developments within the 
Hofkapelle which strongly suggest that the Dresden court orchestra was among the precursors 
of the Classical Orchestra. The rich documentation of these events also reveals new insights 
into the status of Zelenka during this year of change, and the esteem in which he was held 
within the shifting musical hierarchy of the Dresden court.


